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Abstract

Background: Supplementary search methods, including citation searching,

are essential if systematic reviews are to avoid producing biased conclusions.

Little evidence exists on how to prioritise databases for citation searching or to

establish whether using multiple sources is beneficial.

Objectives: A systematic review examining urgent and emergency care

reconfiguration was used to investigate the utility of citation searching on Web

of Science (WOS) and/or Google Scholar (GS).

Methods: This case study investigated numbers of studies, additional studies

and unique studies retrieved from both sources. In addition, the time to search,

the ease of adding references to reference management software and obtaining

abstracts of studies for screening are briefly considered.

Results: WOS retrieved 62 references after deduplication of the results, 52

being additional references not retrieved during the database searching. GS

retrieved 134 unique references with 63 additional references. WOS and GS

retrieved the same three additional included studies. WOS was less time inten-

sive to search given the facility to restrict to English language papers and avail-

ability of abstracts.

Conclusions: In a single systematic review case study, citation searching was

required to identify all included studies. Citation searching on WOS is more

efficient, where a subscription is available. Both databases identified the same

studies but GS required additional time to remove non-English language stud-

ies and locate abstracts.
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Key Messages

• Supplementary search methods were essential to the systematic review pro-

cess for a review on the distance to emergency care and served multiple

purposes.

• Citation searches on Web of Science (WOS) and Google Scholar (GS)

retrieved the same additional included studies; citation searches on WOS

are more efficient than GS but require a subscription.

• Clarity on the purpose of citation searching may help in deciding when it is

appropriate to use the technique, how to identify source citations, how

many citations to select and when to undertake the searches. Citation

searches can enhance the interpretation of the review (complementary) or

increase the number of included studies (supplementary) depending on the

review.

BACKGROUND

The thorough search for eligible studies (variously

described as comprehensive or exhaustive) is one of the

important processes contributing to producing unbiased

conclusions in a systematic review (Centre for Reviews

and Dissemination [CRD], 2009). Search strategies must

be designed to minimise overt types of publication bias,

for example, including grey literature sources while miti-

gating the effects of other biases such as database bias

and language bias (Song et al., 2010). For some time,

commentators have contended that addition of multiple

databases may increase the comprehensiveness of a sea-

rch without necessarily increasing its yield (given that

prominent journals are indexed in multiple databases)

(Hartling et al., 2016; Ogilvie et al., 2005; Stevinson &

Lawlor, 2004). In contrast, citation searching may tap

into a different, more diverse, sample of the published lit-

erature (Goossen et al., 2018; Papaioannou et al., 2010;

Stansfield et al., 2014). Within such a context, citation

searching would seem to complement bibliographic topic

based searching, rightly considered the mainstay of study

identification. However, citation searching also has its

critics, given known biases in citation behaviour, such as

affirmative citation bias (Letrud & Hernes, 2019).

Concern is frequently expressed that thorough

searching constitutes a resource intensive activity (Bethel

& Rogers, 2019; Beyer & Wright, 2013; Cooper, 2019).

Rather than extend the already often considerable

resources expended in study identification, it is more

realistic to conceive the search process as a fixed

‘resource envelope’ within which an information special-

ist seeks to optimise use of searching resources (Campbell

et al., 2019). In order to manage these resources effi-

ciently the information specialist needs to access evi-

dence on the differential yield of different search

processes. Reference checking (backwards citation

searching), facilitated by the full text of included studies,

is considered core to study identification for systematic

reviews (Briscoe et al., 2020). Although it can be resource

intensive, it is typically undertaken by systematic

reviewers as a follow up to all included studies, rather

than by an information specialist during the initial search

strategy. Forward citation searching requires a separate

search procedure that tracks citations of eligible studies

forward in time to identify subsequent publications

(Briscoe et al., 2020). Forward citation searching can be

conducted at several points in the review process: as a

one-off process following study identification, an update

procedure towards the end of a review or, achieved

through citation monitoring (an ongoing approach for

current awareness throughout the review).

Recent years have seen the appearance of Google

Scholar (GS) in 2004, and similar tools such as Microsoft

Academic Search in 2016, as alternatives to the proprie-

tary citation databases of Web of Science (WOS) which

has been around since 1963 and Scopus which was

launched in 2004. Some estimates attribute unique cita-

tion frequencies of almost 40% for GS compared to WOS

and Scopus citation alternatives (Martín-Martín

et al., 2018). We sought to understand the value of cita-

tion searching in the context of systematic reviews by

examining the contribution of GS and WOS alongside

bibliographic database searching.

What do we already know about the use of
citation searching within systematic
reviews?

A major cross-sectional study examined the prevalence of

backwards and forwards citation searching in 215

Cochrane Reviews added to the Cochrane Database of

Systematic Reviews over a 3-month period (Briscoe
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et al., 2020). One hundred and seventy-two reviews

reported backward citation searching (80%), and 18

reviews (8%) reported forward citation searching. WOS

was the most frequently reported citation index. One-

third of the reviews reporting forward citation searching

used selected studies of importance. The authors

observed that reporting of citation searching generally

complied with the Methodological Expectations of

Cochrane Intervention Reviews standards, but concluded

that full transparency requires additional detail currently

only present in a minority of reviews. A previous cross-

sectional study of 300 systematic reviews reported that

81% reported backward citation searching and 12%

reported forward citation searching as a strategy comple-

mentary to topic-based bibliographic database searching

(Page et al., 2016).

Research on the contribution of citation
searching in comparison with
bibliographic topic based database
searching for systematic reviews

Comparatively little evidence exists on how citation

searching contributes in comparison with bibliographic

topic based database searching for systematic reviews.

Empirical studies have shown citation searching to be

particularly effective at retrieving studies where core con-

cepts are difficult to capture using keywords due to vari-

ous reasons:

• where index terms imperfectly capture the full breadth

or nuance of a concept (Cooper et al., 2017, 2018;

Hinde & Spackman, 2015; Papaioannou et al., 2010);

• where index terms do not reflect the development of

terminology over time (Greenhalgh & Peacock, 2005);

• where a specific citation is closely associated with a

specific tool, methodology or method, for example, to

find all occurrences of a quality-of-life scale or an

implementation framework (Linder et al., 2015). In

many cases these tools or methods are not identified in

either title or abstracts so are identifiable only via

citated references in lieu of access to the full text.

Typically, information specialists and other

researchers claim particular value for citation searching

on the basis of case study, anecdotal experience or

repeated observation. They claim that iterative citation

searching is useful for systematic reviews of elusive stud-

ies with complex terminology, such as those included in

qualitative evidence syntheses (Booth, 2016). For exam-

ple, a concept (e.g. stigma) may be present in the findings

of a study within the full text but may not be the focus of

the research question and therefore is absent from the

abstract. Citation in this ‘elusive’ paper to a core paper

where stigma is a focus adds a supplementary retrieval

point. In such a context, citation searching is essential

and is promoted as a primary search method to enhance

the contribution of the review, not simply as an addi-

tional route to identify more studies (Booth et al., 2018;

Cooper et al., 2018).

Less obviously useful are citation searches when a

search query is already adequately fulfilled by a topic-

based search (Wright et al., 2014). Here, retrieval advan-

tage is claimed via access to sources not included in bib-

liographic databases (extending “reach”) or access to

studies in advance of their appearance in bibliographic

databases (extending the “time horizon”) (Wright

et al., 2014). Either supposed advantage may, however,

be subverted if this extra yield comprises studies of

poorer quality, as demonstrated for clinical trials (Egger

et al., 2003), or studies published in potentially predatory

journals, as encountered for qualitative studies (Booth

et al., 2019). Experience has shown that simply identify-

ing increased numbers of eligible studies is not useful

unless these studies hold the potential to make a high-

quality contribution to the findings of a review (Egger

et al., 2003).

The context for our investigation

The Sheffield Evidence Synthesis Centre, funded by the

National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health

Service and Delivery Research (HS&DR) Programme, is

based at the School of Health and Related Research, Uni-

versity of Sheffield. It is one of three review facilities,

commissioned on a 3-year renewable contract to conduct

literature reviews within time-sensitive windows, to

inform both policy and future research (Chambers,

Booth, et al., 2021). Future topics are discussed at an

annual performance review meeting with members of the

NIHR HS&DR Programme team or, subsequently, sur-

face as urgent priorities throughout the rest of the year

(Anderson et al., 2021). Review products range from desk

based surveys of ongoing research, concluded within

three or four working days, to full-scale systematic

reviews where multiple reviewers are employed to accel-

erate the review process. Topics are diffuse, covering ser-

vice delivery interventions such as group clinics, or

identified service challenges such as preventable admis-

sions. As a consequence, search strategies face a dual

challenge of many search terms, no standard vocabulary,

absence of index terms or indexing terms that are not

CASE STUDY OF CITATION SEARCHING 3



consistently applied, coupled with a need to trade-off sen-

sitivity and specificity so that review projects are com-

pleted within feasible timescales. Citation searching

offers a potential response to such search challenges. The

exemplar systematic review showcased in this study was

undertaken over 7 months, between January and July

2019 (Chambers, Cantrell, et al., 2020).

Against a background of health service

reconfigurations, requiring some people to travel further

to access emergency care, the commissioners were inter-

ested in exploring the relationship between time to, or

distance from, an emergency facility and patient out-

comes. Included studies would be heterogeneous, with

diverse designs, addressing multiple conditions and

examining the effects variously of both time to, and dis-

tance from emergency facilities.

OBJECTIVES

The study objectives were to investigate the performance

of forward citation searching on WOS or/and GS data

sources in identifying additional studies for inclusion in a

systematic review that examined the effects of

reconfiguration of urgent and emergency care facilities.

The review included direct and indirect evidence. Cita-

tion searching was conducted on the included direct evi-

dence as a potential route to identify further direct or

indirect evidence for inclusion in the review. Further-

more, this study sought to determine the number of addi-

tional studies from each data source and to compare the

different features of WOS and GS, including ability to

restrict to English language and ease of locating and

downloading abstracts. In addition, the research team

determined the search method used to identify each

included paper to isolate the contribution of each search

method to this review.

METHODS

For the systematic review, we searched 7 databases in

February 2019: Medline, Embase, Cumulative Index to

Nursing and Allied Health Literature, the Cochrane

Database of Systematic Reviews, Cochrane Central Regis-

ter of Controlled Trials, Science and Social Sciences Cita-

tion Indexes and Health Management Information

Consortium. The search was limited to English language

publications published from 2000 to February 2019. The

extensive database search which retrieved 8870 unique

references was supplemented by reference checking for

all included studies. The review included 32 items of indi-

rect evidence for association (examining the relationship

between travel time or distance and outcomes for routine

services) and 12 items of direct evidence for

reconfiguration (examining service changes that impact

on travel time/distance) studies (Figure 1). In addition,

we undertook citation searching which concentrated on

the direct evidence supplied by the 12 included

reconfiguration studies.

Citation searches for the 12 included reconfiguration

studies (Avdic, 2016; Combier et al., 2013a, 2013b; El

Sayed et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2011, 2012, 2014;

Knowles et al., 2018; Mustonen et al., 2017; Roberts

et al., 2014; Shen & Hsia, 2012, 2016; Yaghoubian

et al., 2008) were conducted on WOS and GS in April

2019. WOS was selected due to familiarity with search

functionality and an available subscription. GS, a freely

available source, was chosen to compare and contrast.

The citation searches for reconfiguration studies on WOS

were limited to English language publications published

from 2000 until February 2019. All the retrieved studies

from WOS were imported into Endnote reference man-

agement software, and the unique references from this

WOS citation search were added to EPPI-Reviewer for

reference screening and subsequent review. The unique

references from WOS were screened against the review

inclusion and exclusion criteria. Citation searches were

also completed on GS for each of the included

reconfiguration studies. GS does not offer the facility to

limit a search to English language studies meaning that

results from GS included non-English evidence. All

retrieved references from GS were saved using Publish or

Perish software Version 7.0 and, imported into Endnote.

Studies in languages other than English, and studies pre-

viously identified during the review process, were then

excluded.

Any additional English language studies identified

from the GS citation search were added to EPPI-Reviewer

for article selection and screened against review inclusion

and exclusion criteria. Following article screening of all

the unique references identified by the citation searching,

we recorded how many additional studies were included

and whether they were identified from GS or WOS or

both data sources. In addition, we analysed how all of the

review's included studies had been identified: either from

the main search on the seven different databases (analy-

sis included the database from which the studies were

retrieved), from the citation search or from reference list

checking.

RESULTS

The citation search on WOS retrieved 62 references. After

the removal of duplicate records, there were 52 references
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that were not retrieved in the database searches to screen

for the review (Table 1). Two of the included

reconfiguration studies could not be located on WOS

(Mustonen et al., 2017; Roberts et al., 2014), therefore

citation searching was not done for these studies on

WOS. The citation search on GS retrieved 134 references;

this included non-English language studies that were not

screened for this review. From the 134 references, there

were 63 additional references that had not been retrieved

in the database searches. One study (Mustonen

et al., 2017) registered zero citations on GS.

Impact on study identification

Other than within the resource-intensive context of

Cochrane reviews (Lefebvre et al., 2021), little guidance is

available on how to select source citations for citation

searching or indeed how many citations should be

selected to provide optimal coverage within feasible

resources. Anecdotally, we suggest that a suitable source

citation for citation searching could be to have been pub-

lished 5 or more years ago in order to accrue sufficient

citations, and hence coverage of the literature. This

would need to be investigated further in other reviews

and the situation could be changing due to the growth of

preprints which are included in GS.

Citations can either be selected comprehensively for

coverage or purposively for yield or diversity. The num-

bers of citations could be used as an indicator of viability.

As demonstrated by Table 1, the four citations with 15 or

more GS citations (Hsia et al., 2012, 2014; Combier

et al., 2013a, 2013b; Shen & Hsia, 2012) all fall on or out-

side our suggested 5-year margin. However, a further

three references from this same time band (El Sayed

et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2011; Yaghoubian et al., 2008)

have only accrued 16 citations between them suggesting

that both time since publication and number of citations

should be factored into citation selection. In actuality, we

conducted citation searches for each of the 12 included

studies to avoid having to make arbitrary judgements on

eligibility for each particular source citation. However,

Full-text ar�cles assessed 

for eligibility

(n = 137)

Records excluded

(n = 9405)

Records screened

(n = 9542)

Records a�er duplicates removed

(n = 9542)
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searching (n = 775)
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searches)

(n = 196)

(WOS, n = 62) (Google Scholar, 

n = 134)

Full-text ar�cles excluded, 

with reasons 

(n = 81)

Exclude not emergency 

care (n = 18)

Exclude on interven�on 

(n = 8)

Exclude on outcomes 

(n = 29)

Exclude on 

country/se�ng (n = 1)

Exclude no data (n = 2)

Exclude on publica�on 

type (n = 23)

Studies included in 

synthesis 
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FIGURE 1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram
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this may not always be possible, particularly for larger

topic areas. Further comparative research on whether to

selected citations comprehensively or purposively is

required.

GS retrieved a total of 10 of the 44 studies included in

the review. Six of these were reconfiguration studies

(Hsia et al., 2012, 2014; Combier et al., 2013a, 2013b;

Shen & Hsia, 2016; Mustonen et al., 2017; Knowles

et al., 2018) and four were time/distance association stud-

ies (Berlin, 2016; Engjom et al., 2017; Featherstone

et al., 2016; Pilkington et al., 2014). This means that

between them the 12 citation searches identified 50% of

the 12 studies included in the reconfiguration subset of

the review. Three of the highly cited studies (>15 cita-

tions) identified above were cited by one other included

study suggesting that it is particularly valuable to follow

up highly cited studies as a route into additional studies

for inclusion.

WOS identified almost half the number of citations

identified by GS (69 vs. 134). Highly cited items were

defined as those accruing 15 or more citations. This crite-

rion identified three highly cited studies (Combier

et al., 2013a, 2013b; Hsia et al., 2014; Shen & Hsia, 2012).

Two of these highly cited studies were cited by other

included studies. These highly cited studies fell within

the time band of 5 or more years since publication. How-

ever, this left a larger number (n = 4) of studies (El Sayed

et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2011; Hsia et al., 2012;

Yaghoubian et al., 2008) that were published within the

same time band but, between them, only acquired a total

of 21 citations. A further two studies were not indexed on

WOS for citations (Mustonen et al., 2017; Roberts

et al., 2014). One study (Knowles et al., 2018) referenced

3 (25%) of the 12 included reconfiguration studies. How-

ever, all three of these studies had already been identified

either from the scoping search (Roberts et al., 2014) or

from the seven-database comprehensive search (Hsia

et al., 2014; Shen & Hsia, 2016). These findings suggest

that it is more difficult to identify and select citations as

targets for citation searching using the criteria of fewer

than 10 citations on WoS.

Impact on study inclusion

Three additional studies were added from the screening

of references from the citation searches against the

review inclusion and exclusion criteria (Engjom et al.,

2017; Featherstone et al., 2016; Pilkington et al., 2014).

Both WOS and GS retrieved the three additional included

studies exclusively retrieved by the citation search. All

three studies related to the association of time/distance

with outcome, not to reconfiguration, confirming the

inter-relationship between the two literatures targeted by

the review. This suggests that additional reconfiguration

studies might conceivably have been retrieved by con-

ducting additional citation searches for the 32 time/dis-

tance studies.

Of note is the fact that all three additional studies

identified from citation searches could conceivably have

been retrieved from subject searches of PubMed. How-

ever, manual review revealed that MeSH subject indexing

was not sufficiently specific to isolate these studies.

Potential broad MeSH terms included ‘Health Facilities’,

‘Health Services Accessibility’ and ‘Travel’, respectively.

Relevant title terms ranged from the obscure (‘outside an

institution’) through the uncommon (‘geographic acces-

sibility’) to more obvious terms (‘distance’). However,

the term ‘Distance’ in title alone would retrieve 16,000

plus references in just the MEDLINE database indicating

that distance as a term is not specific enough, with no

universally agreed phrases to offer specificity; distance

from hospital or distance to hospital register absurdly low

numbers of hits.

Table 2 demonstrates the different search methods

necessary to retrieve the review's included studies. Nine

included studies (P) were retrieved in the preliminary

scoping search. Thirty-one included studies were

retrieved in the main database search and 23 of these

were retrieved only from the main database search and

not identified by supplementary search methods. Most

citations were available from multiple (up to four) data-

bases; with the mode being two. Each of the seven data-

bases retrieved one or more unique references indicating

TABLE 1 Number of unique citations retrieved for each of the

12 reconfiguration studies on GS and WOS

References GS WOS

Avdic (2016) 12 4

Combier et al. (2013a, 2013b) 33 15

El Sayed et al. (2012) 8 5

Hansen et al. (2011) 2 1

Hsia et al. (2012) 20 8

Hsia et al. (2014) 19 13

Knowles et al. (2018) 1 1

Mustonen et al. (2017) 0 0a

Roberts et al. (2014) 4 0a

Shen and Hsia (2012) 28 14

Shen and Hsia (2016) 1 1

Yaghoubian et al. (2008) 6 7

Total 134 62

aNot indexed on WOS.

Abbreviations: GS, Google Scholar; WOS, Web of Science.
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TABLE 2 Type of study for all 44 included studies and sources by which they were identified

References Topic of study

Database search

(number of databases

that retrieved the reference)

Citation

searching

Reference list

checking

Acharya et al. (2011) Time/distance X (2)

Andersson et al. (2019) Time/distance X (1)

Avdic (2016) Reconfiguration X (3)

Balamurugan et al. (2016) Time/distance X (2)

Balamurugan et al. (2018) Time/distance X (2)

Berlin (2016) (P) Time/distance X (2) GS

Bussières et al. (2018) Time/distance X (1)

Combier et al. (2013a, 2013b) Reconfiguration X (1) GS and WOS

Di Domenicantonio et al. (2016) Time/distance X (2)

Dummer and Parker (2004) Time/distance X

Durkin et al. (2005) Time/distance X (1)

El Sayed et al. (2012) (P) Reconfiguration X (2)

Engjom et al. (2017) Time/distance GS and WOS

Featherstone et al. (2016) Time/distance GS and WOS

Gomez et al. (2010) Time/distance X (1)

Gonzalez et al. (2009) Time/distance X (3)

Grzybowski et al. (2011) Time/distance X

Hansen et al. (2011) Reconfiguration X (1)

Hsia et al. (2012) (P) Reconfiguration X (3) GS and WOS

Hsia et al. (2014) Reconfiguration X (1) GS and WOS

Jarman et al. (2018) Time/distance X (1)

Knowles et al. (2018) (P) Reconfiguration GS

Koch et al. (2016) Time/distance X (4)

Langabeer et al. (2016) Time/distance X (2)

Lee et al. (2018) Time/distance X (1)

Lerner et al. (2003) Time/distance X (1)

Leyden et al. (2011) Time/distance X (2)

McCoy et al. (2013) Time/distance X (1)

Murata and Matsuda (2013) Time/distance X (2)

Mustonen et al. (2017) (P) Reconfiguration X (1) GS

Nicholl et al. (2007) (P) Time/distance X (2)

Parker (2000) Time/distance X

Pilkington et al. (2014) Time/distance GS and WOS

Postma et al. (2014) (P) Time/distance X (2)

Ravelli et al. (2011) Time/distance X

Roberts et al. (2014) (P) Reconfiguration

Rudge et al. (2013) (P) Time/distance

Shen and Hsia (2012) Reconfiguration X (3)

Shen and Hsia (2016) Reconfiguration X (3) GS and WOS

Souza and Strachan (2005) Time/distance X

(Continues)
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the importance of searching multiple databases. Refer-

ence checking identified six additional studies indicating

the importance of this search technique. Citation

searches on GS and WOS retrieved three additional stud-

ies that were included within the time/distance part of

the review. In addition, GS retrieved six of the included

studies overall, and WOS retrieved five. GS retrieved

more unique citations indicating potential wider

coverage.

DISCUSSION

Citation searching is an important component of the sys-

tematic review search process (Wright et al., 2014). GS

and WOS both offer the facility to undertake forward

citation searching. Citation searching of both sources

retrieved the same three indirect studies which were

included, so in this particular case an efficient review

process probably only required searching one data source

for the citation searching.

An important distinction can be made between

citation searching as a source of extra records (i.e.

records not included at all within the database sources

for the subject search) and citation searching as an

extra retrieval strategy for records present in the data-

base sources, but missed by the subject searching

(Wright et al., 2014). This distinction is equally impor-

tant, although often neglected, in connection with sub-

ject search databases. Addition of databases does not

necessarily add additional relevant records but may,

through alternative indexing or added retrievable

detail, offer a further opportunity to identify records

missed from the initial selection of databases

(Booth, 2010). Not to be underestimated, therefore, is

the role of supplementary searching (including citation

searching), as a ‘safety net’ for items missed by subject

searching. Alternatively, given less pressured time con-

straints, any additional relevant terms could be fed

back into a subsequent iteration of the subject based

search.

These findings suggest that citation networks may

serve a further purpose beyond identification of unique

studies, in suggesting when one has identified a core set

of included studies. However, further empirical evidence

is required to examine whether one could formally calcu-

late when a point of ‘bibliographic sufficiency’ has been

reached (i.e. when additional relevant references are

unlikely to be identified) and, indeed, how to calculate

an optimal number of citations from which to conduct

citation searches.

Cost is an important consideration when deciding

which databases to use for citation searches. WOS is an

expensive subscription service with superior functional-

ity, including limiting to specific languages and ease of

direct downloading of results into reference management

software. WOS generally includes abstracts that can be

viewed when reviewing your search results or down-

loaded with the references. Additional information in the

abstract makes screening decisions easier than those

based on the title alone. GS is a free service that enables

citation searching but it does not possess advanced fea-

tures of limiting to specific languages and downloaded

results generally include only bibliographic details and a

brief extract of text in context, requiring extra time to

locate abstract information by following hyperlinks. The

availability of Publish or Perish has enhanced the usabil-

ity of GS for citation searching providing an auditable

search result, and retrieved references can be automati-

cally downloaded in Excel and Endnote formats with

hyperlinks to retrieved studies.

The context of our review is important in informing

our interpretation of results. Reviews produced for the

NIHR HS&DR contract are by their nature rapid, requir-

ing that they are completed within short timescales. In

addition, the fact that reviews are externally funded

makes it feasible to access subscription databases, rather

than depend upon free data sources. Our review was lim-

ited to English language only, but for an international

review the facility to identify via citation searching, extra

references in languages other than English may be criti-

cal. For example, two French language analyses

TABLE 2 (Continued)

References Topic of study

Database search

(number of databases

that retrieved the reference)

Citation

searching

Reference list

checking

Svensson et al. (2003) Time/distance X (2)

Wei et al. (2008) (P) Time/distance X (2)

Yaghoubian et al. (2008) Reconfiguration X

Note: (P) indicates reference initially retrieved by a preliminary scoping search.

Abbreviations: GS, Google Scholar; WOS, Web of Science.
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(Combier et al., 2013b; Roussot et al., 2015) associated

with the source citation by Combier et al. (2013a) could

have been retrieved by citation searching in all languages

for the reconfiguration topic. WOS has greater flexibility

in this respect, offering options for including all lan-

guages or limiting to one or more specific languages.

Limitations of the study

Commentators have previously observed that the evi-

dence base for study identification, in the context of sys-

tematic reviews is largely pragmatic and constructed

around serendipitous single case study experiments

(Booth, 2018). This study is no different and therefore

makes only tentative suggestions in connection with its

value and contribution. The featured systematic review

topic is located within health services and delivery

research and, therefore, may not be representative of

clinical topics or those associated with health technology

assessment. On the other hand, it represents a complex

topic where citation searching may be particularly indi-

cated, given the difficulties related to subject indexing,

the different study designs, and the variety of research

questions in the relevant literature. The featured review

acknowledges these challenges by identifying both direct

TABLE 3 Hypotheses for further testing

Finding Hypotheses for further testing

Evaluation of citation searching only explored the added value of

citation searches against database searching

The relative performance of citation searching depends upon the

corresponding quality/lack of quality of database searching

Citation searching did not identify additional direct evidence

studies

Citation searching may help to confirm ‘bibliographic sufficiency’

(i.e. that the core set of includable studies has already been

identified by subject searching)

Citation searching only revealed additional indirect studies Citation patterns do not observe inclusion/exclusion parameters

thus source citation for citation searching need not represent

included studies

Citation searching retrieved studies missed by subject searches Citation searches may offer a safety net to mitigate against

inadequate indexing, signposting by authors or prohibitively

sensitive search strategies

Citation searches may be particularly appropriate for diffuse

subjects/terminologies

Citation searches may be used formatively to inform iterations of

subject search strategies

Citation searching may not be the most efficient use of time where

the intention is to identify studies not indexed in core databases,

as opposed to retrieving missed studies

Number of target citations depends upon whether citation

searching occurs after a preliminary search or following the

subject based sift process

The information specialist should decide, with the review team,

whether citation searches are primarily formative (to inform the

terminology and sufficiency of overall search strategies) or

summative (to identify additional studies). If summative, the

relative value of other supplementary search techniques (e.g. use

of study registers) should be evaluated

No guidance exists for how to identify and select the targets for

citation searches

Selection by publication date or number of citations is inadequate

in isolation. Highly cited items published 5 or more years ago

may be appropriate. Requires further research

No guidance exists for when citation searches should be

conducted (CRD, 2009; Lefebvre et al., 2020)

Review team should decide whether to conduct citation searches

following preliminary scoping search, at same time as subject

searches or as a final process once all included results from

subject searches are identified

No guidance exists for how many targets should be selected for

citation searches. (CRD, 2009; Lefebvre et al., 2020)

Number of target citations is resource dependent and probably best

determined as proportionate to overall search resource rather

than by arbitrary rules. Diffuse terminology and literature (and

hence poor performance of subject searches) should also be

factored in. Empirical research required
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evidence (reconfiguration studies) and indirect evidence

(association of time/distance with outcomes) as variously

relevant to the review problem. Pragmatically, this study

focuses resources on citation searching for the 12

reconfiguration studies, potentially of most value to the

review commissioners, rather than conducting citation

searches for all 44 studies included in the review. Never-

theless, we evaluated the impact of the citation search

results across both direct and indirect evidence. The

value of this approach is revealed by the fact that the cita-

tion searches identified three unique studies, all relating

to indirect, not direct, evidence.

Evaluation of supplementary searching often proves

challenging as the value of such techniques is assessed

against the yield from the subject search of multiple data-

bases. In other words, the better the retrieval from the

subject search the less valuable the supplementary

searches will appear. So, for example, a highly cited study

on the value of supplementary approaches reported that

only 30% of sources were obtained from database and

hand searches pre-specified by the protocol (Greenhalgh

& Peacock, 2005). In contrast, 55% were identified by

‘snowballing’ (e.g. pursuing references of references),

and 24% by personal knowledge or personal contacts. In

this case, the low yield from database sources makes the

value of ‘snowballing’ appear disproportionately high. It

is unusual to encounter circumstances under which the

subject search is not the main search strategy. However,

at least one study report suggests circumstances where

supplementary searching might be preferred to subject-

based searching, for example, this was found to be the

case during a systematic review to evaluate the health

benefits of environmental enhancement and conservation

activities (Cooper et al., 2018). Evidence is needed to help

information specialists to judge how to assign a fixed

time for the entire study identification phase and then a

corresponding proportion of that time specifically for

citation searching. The number of citations pursued

would therefore be time limited, not allocated by date of

publication or numbers of citations. These latter two con-

siderations would only determine the priority of individ-

ual citations to search for, not their inclusion in citation

searching per se.

The other practical consideration is how to identify

citations as targets for searching and when this should be

undertaken. In this study as many as nine included

(reconfiguration or time/distance) studies were identified

by a preliminary scoping search. Only four of these

would have been identified from citation searching.

Twelve (direct) reconfiguration studies were required in

order to identify three additional indirect studies for

inclusion. However, none of these extra included studies

were reconfiguration studies. The supplementary

searching therefore only populated the indirect evidence,

not the direct evidence. Our review was unusual in tak-

ing this split approach, making any conclusions tentative

and specific to our review approach. Thus, if a similar

systematic review has sufficient direct evidence then the

review does not need to rely on the indirect evidence

which is weaker and thus makes any findings less con-

clusive. This makes the added value of the citation

searching questionable in this case study as the aim was

to find additional reconfiguration evidence. Of course,

citation searching does not require that only studies that

are actually included in the final review are used as tar-

gets for citation searching. However, use of citations that

are included from the indirect evidence, or not included

at all, makes selection of targets for citation searching

more arbitrary and less transparent. This study focuses

on evaluating citation searching of core included studies,

not the value of citation searching in general. This pro-

vides a defensible and explicit rationale for how we

selected targets for citation searching and ensures that

actual numbers of citation searches (12 vs. 44 target cita-

tions) are realistic and feasible within the context of a

rapid review. For a systematic review where time and

methods would allow it would probably be appropriate to

search the citations of all included studies.

Implications for practice

In summary, this study contributes interesting findings

in relation to the specific case and, potentially,

generalisable issues. These are summarised in Table 3.

Finally, we should acknowledge the utility of emerg-

ing tools such as citation chaser (https://www.

eshackathon.org/software/citationchaser.html) which are

exerting a disruptive, beneficial effect on the citation sea-

rch process. For example, submission of a string of

comma separated unique identification numbers (e.g.,

Digital Object Identifiers or PubMed identifiers) can be

used to generate automatic lists of both cited (backward

citations) and citing (forward citations) references and

then to envisage the resulting citation network. Platform-

based comparisons, such as this study, may well become

superseded by evaluations of technical performance, cov-

erage and functionality of such tools and their source

data (e.g. Lens.org).

CONCLUSIONS

This case study investigated citation searches conducted

on two databases, GS and WOS, for a rapid review that

reviewed the evidence on the impact of reconfiguration
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of urgent and emergency care facilities. Following an

extensive search of 7 bibliographic databases, we used

diverse supplementary search methods including citation

searches and observed that all were required to locate

the 44 included studies. For this review, citation

searching on WOS was more efficient than GS, due to

the greater functionality of limiting by language, ease of

downloading results and general availability of abstracts.

However, it should be noted that WOS requires a

subscription.

Conducting the citation searches on GS identified the

same additional studies but extra time was spent sifting

the results for non-English language papers and locating

abstracts. The added value of citation searching may be

evidenced in less direct contributions; in determining

when ‘bibliographic sufficiency’ of a core set of studies is

reached, in acting as a “safety net” for studies missed

from subject searches and, potentially, in modifying sea-

rch strategies to subsequently retrieve missed items.

Clearly, both formative (during the search process) and

summative (in increasing the final set of retrieved/

included studies) contributions should be included when

evaluating citation searching, particularly given its typi-

cal role as a supplementary search approach, rather than

an alternative strategy.
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APPENDIX A: CITATION SEARCH ANALYSIS

Databases Citation Search

References Medline Embase CINAHL

Cochrane

Library WOS HMIC WOS

Google

Scholar

Reference list

checking

Preliminary scoping

searches

Acharya et al. (2011) X X (twice)

Andersson et al. (2019) X

Avdic (2016) X X X

Balamurugan et al. (2016) X X

Balamurugan et al. (2018) X (twice) X

Berlin et al. (2016) X X X

Bussieres et al. (2018) X

Combier et al. (2013a, 2013b) X X X

Di Domenicantonio et al. (2016) X X

Dummer and Parker (2004) X

Durkin et al. (2005) X

El Sayed et al. (2012) X X X

Engjom et al. (2017) X X

Featherstone et al. (2016) X X

Fone et al. (2006) X

Gomez et al. (2010) X (twice)

Gonzalez et al. (2009) X X X

Grzybowski et al. (2011) X

Hansen et al. (2011) X

Hsia et al. (2012) X X X X X X

Hsia et al. (2014) X X X

Jarman et al. (2018) X

Knowles et al. (2018) X X

Koch et al. (2016) X X X X

Langabeer et al. (2016) X X

Lee et al. (2018) X

Lerner et al. (2003) X

Leyden et al. (2011) X X (twice)

McCoy et al. (2013) X
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Databases Citation Search

References Medline Embase CINAHL

Cochrane

Library WOS HMIC WOS

Google

Scholar

Reference list

checking

Preliminary scoping

searches

Murata and Matsuda (2013) X X

Mustonen et al. (2017) X X X X

Nicholl et al. (2007) X X X

Parker (2000) X

Pilkington et al. (2014) X X

Postma et al. (2014) X X X

Ravelli et al. (2011) X

Roberts et al. (2014) X (twice)

Rudge et al. (2013) X

Shen and Hsia (2012) X X (twice) X

Shen and Hsia (2016) X X (twice) X X X

Souza and Strachan (2005) X

Svensson et al. (2003) X X

Wei et al. (2008) X X X

Yaghoubian et al. (2008) X
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